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Introduction

For everyday Pricing activity of Sales and Marketing, it is required to have an

easy and fast access of data from the database with some additional analytics.

This JMP tool helps in accessing data using JMP – Oracle 11g combination. It

has a GUI feature which gives user a freedom to give input for the specific data

and analytics requirement.

Fig 1. JMP Database & Analysis tool

Methods

Three easy steps to use this tool:

1. Click on JMP GUI database script, a tool dialogue box will appear.

2. Select the database and input the requirements.

3. Get the data.

How it Works ?

Using Oracle11g: a database driver is created in the system. This driver

information is used with the JMP script to access the data. Here we can give a

default ID & password so that the user don’t have to enter id and password

again and again. (This helps where whole team is accessing the database with

one ID and password common for all).

Using JMP: A GUI platform is created. So when we click on the script directly a

GUI window will appear which has selection buttons. From there user select the

database and clicks ok, which opens another window for Inputs. The users enter

their requirement and clicks OK to get the required result. The SQL part of JMP

scripting works at the backend to perform this task.

Results

You will get reports and filtered data as an output according to your

selection criteria and analysis.

Discussion

• Unlike other data extracting and analytics application this tool is highly

customizable.

• Using Oracle 11g it can be connected to any database.

• The GUI Feature enables user to give inputs for very specific data.

(Also features like contains text search which helps in searching the

test using only a part of the string). For example if your product part

number is abc123456 and you don’t know the full number you can

search using the contained substring like 23, 456, bc12 etc.

• No special training is required to learn this tool as it is very easy to use.

• As a next level this tool helps in automating a lot of regular reporting

and PPT presentation tasks (from end to end. i.e. extracting data,

cleaning data, doing analysis on clean data and final PPT

presentation).

• This also helps in making dashboards for Sales and Marketing.

Reference

•JMP Scripting reference guide.

•JMP discussion forum.
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Fig 2: Box for Selection of the data and analysis

Fig 3. Resulting data


